What Caught Our Eye This Week

The pressures on state finances from the pandemic are mounting. States’ two largest sources of tax revenue are personal income tax and sales tax. In previous downturns, sales taxes have provided a relatively stable source of revenue for states, helping to smooth the ups and downs in taxes collected from capital gains and personal income. Although consumers pay sales tax when they make a purchase, businesses do not remit those dollars to states immediately. Instead, they are typically required to make monthly payments that are due toward the end of the month after the one in which the purchases are made. As a result, consumer spending declines that began in March will begin to impact state revenue in late April. In addition, many states have extended their income tax filing deadlines past the end of their fiscal year (July 1). With key revenue sources at risk of decline starting in April, states’ current year budgets could fall out of balance in the final few months of the fiscal year and impact future fiscal year budgets. States, 49 of which are required to balance their budget every year, do not have the luxury of deficit spending like the federal government does. While Congress has already appropriated $150 billion in emergency funding to the states through the CARES Act, many governors estimate that they will need between $300 billion to $1 trillion.

Economy

The most anticipated report this week was the durable goods report, which was released on Friday. Overall new orders for durable goods decreased by 14.4% in March led by a massive decline (-295.7%) month-over-month in commercial aircraft orders. Core capital goods orders increased by 0.1% and core capital goods shipments dropped by 0.2%. At this juncture, it appears real equipment spending will plunge by 17% on a seasonally adjusted annual rate in Q1. On Tuesday, existing home sales data showed a decline of 8.5% to 5.27 million units at an annual rate in March. This drop was the largest since November of 2015. Inventories are down 10.2% year-over-year, and have declined for 10 consecutive years. New home sales were reported on Thursday and declined by 15.4% in March. These sales are down 9.5% year-over-year, and the median sales price is now at $321,400. Jobless claims increased by 4.43 million during the week ending April 18th and claims have now fallen for 3 straight weeks. Total claims for the past five weeks total more than 26 million.

Fixed Income/Credit Market

The benchmark 10-year AAA Bloomberg Callable Curve has rallied back close to its year-to-date (YTD) average of 1.34% to approximately 1.29%, down from a YTD high of 2.87% on March 23rd. The move on the front-end of the AAA benchmark curve has been more pronounced with the 2-year tenor dropping back to approximately 0.86%, 14 basis points (bps) below the YTD average and 192 bps below its YTD peak of 2.78% on March 20th. Despite the drop in municipal yields, the sector still looks attractive from a historical perspective when viewing the 10-year AAA municipal bond ratio given the precipitous drop in U.S. Treasury yields. The 10-year AAA muni bond ratio is currently at 209.3%, down from a YTD high of 365% on March 23rd but still well above the yearly average of 133.1%. For New Jersey investors in the highest tax bracket, the municipal bond sector provides attractive, high-quality investment opportunities. On Tuesday a Moody’s Aa2 10-year deal priced at 1.65% which equates to 3.06% on a taxable equivalent yield basis.

Equities

Despite closing up 3 out of 5 trading days this week, U.S. domestic equities finished down -1.32% for the week, snapping two consecutive weeks of gains. The top headline this week was oil’s dramatic price drop on Monday. For the first time in history, as the May futures contract approached its Tuesday expiration date, the price of oil closed with a negative settlement. At prices below $0, sellers had to pay buyers to take delivery of the commodity. The reason for the price decline stemmed from tight storage capacity and continuing weak demand caused by Covid-19. The S&P 500 was down early in the week although stocks did recover some of the losses as oil partially rebounded and investors became more optimistic about reopening the economy. On Friday, President Trump signed into law a $484 billion “Phase 3.5” relief package which will replenish the funds designated for small businesses and hospitals in need of assistance. For the week, energy was the top performer (+1.67%), while real estate was the laggard (-4.35%).